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Background: Effects of hypertension, type 2 diabetes and obesity on Bell’s palsy
risk remains unclear. The aim of the study was to explore whether hypertension
and these metabolic disorders promoted Bell’s palsy at the genetic level.

Methods: Genetic variants from genome-wide association studies for
hypertension, type 2 diabetes, body mass index and several lipid metabolites
were adopted as instrumental variables. Two-sample Mendelian randomization
including IVW and MR-Egger was used to measure the genetic relationship
between the exposures and Bell’s palsy. Sensitivity analyses (i.e., Cochran’s Q
test, MR-Egger intercept test, “leave-one-SNP-out” analysis and funnel plot) were
carried out to assess heterogeneity and horizontal pleiotropy. All statistical
analyses were performed using R software.

Results: Hypertension was significantly associated with the increased risk of Bell’s
palsy (IVW: OR = 2.291, 95%CI = 1.025–5.122, p = 0.043; MR-Egger: OR = 16.445,
95%CI = 1.377–196.414, p = 0.029). Increased level of LDL cholesterol might
upexpectedly decrease the risk of the disease (IVW: OR = 0.805, 95%CI =
0.649–0.998, p = 0.048; MR-Egger: OR = 0.784, 95%CI = 0.573–1.074, p =
0.132). In addition, type 2 diabetes, body mass index and other lipid metabolites
were not related to the risk of Bell’s palsy. No heterogeneity and horizontal
pleiotropy had been found.

Conclusion:Hypertensionmight be a risk factor for Bell’s palsy at the genetic level,
and LDL cholesterolmight reduce the risk of the disease. These findings (especially
for LDL cholesterol) need to be validated by further studies.
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1 Introduction

Bell’s palsy is one type of peripheral facial nerve palsy, and is more common in young
adults than in other age groups (Holland and Bernstein, 2014; Vakharia and Vakharia, 2016).
Patients usually do not experience any prodromal symptoms, but find a series of facial
paralysis symptoms directly when they wake up in the morning (Holland and Bernstein,
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2014; Vakharia and Vakharia, 2016). At present, the causes and risk
factors for Bell’s palsy are not well understood. Previous studies
reported that viral infections, blood vessel disorders,
immunodeficiency, genetic defects and physical stress were
involved in the pathogenesis of Bell’s palsy (Amit, 1987;
Browning, 2010; Tseng et al., 2017; Grewal, 2018; Yamamoto
et al., 2022). However, a firmed conclusion can not be drawn,
and more research about this topic are ongoing.

An increasing number of evidence had reported that several
chronic diseases might be associated with the development and
progression of Bell’s palsy. Stamatiou et al. concluded recently
that the risk of Bell’s palsy was significantly increased in patients
with type 2 diabetes mellitus (T2DM), while T2DM may
contribute to severe facial nerve degeneration (Stamatiou
et al., 2022). Savadi-Oskouei et al. in their study reported that
hypertension was related to the increased risk of Bell’s palsy
among those patients aged above 40 years (Savadi-Oskouei et al.,
2008). Psillas et al. suggested that the mean severity of Bell’s palsy
was more significant in patients with hypercholesterolemia,
T2DM or hypertension, in comparison to control group
(Psillas et al., 2021). Meanwhile, patients suffering from Bell’s
palsy and concomitant comorbidities had a poorer prognosis
compared to patients without comorbidities (Psillas et al., 2021).
Kim et al. using a national health screening cohort revealed that
obesity was associated with the risk of Bell’s palsy in the
population over 40 years old (Kim et al., 2020). However, all
these findings were obtained from previous observational studies,
which can not avoid the effects of confounding factors and can
not distinguish the chronological order of research factors.

Mendelian randomization studies adopt genetic variants to
replace traits, and the latters usually refer to exposures or
outcomes in observational studies. Thus, Mendelian
randomization studies explain the potential effect of one
exposure on one outcome by studing the relationship between
the corresponding two genetic variants. The characteristics of this
genetic method determine that it may make up for the above
shortcomings of observational studies and provide more reliable
findings (Emdin et al., 2017; Sanderson, 2021). However, there was
no Mendelian randomization studies focusing on the association of
T2DM, hypertension and obesity with Bell’s palsy at present.

Taken together, the study adopted a well-designed Mendelian
randomization study to explore the genetic effects of several
chronic diseases, such as T2DM, hypertension and obesity, on
the risk of Bell’s palsy, and also to reveal the potential effects of
several blood lipids, lipoproteins and apolipoproteins on the risk of
the disease.

2 Methods

2.1 Data retrieval for Mendelian
randomization analyses

Asmentioned above, Mendelian randomisation studies require
specific genetic variants that must be associated with a certain
traits to be studied. Because genome-wide association studies
(GWASs) are a type of studies that explain the correlation
between genetic variants and traits, GWAS can provide the

genetic variants required for Mendelian randomisation studies
(Dehghan, 2018).

The traits required for this study were described here. Bell’s palsy
was the outcome. T2DM, hypertension and obesity were defined as
the primary exposures. Of these, obesity was expressed as body mass
index (BMI). As lipid metabolism was associated with all three of the
primary exposures, several lipid markers (i.e., triglycerides, LDL
cholesterol, HDL cholesterol, lipoprotein A-I, lipoprotein B and
lipoprotein A) were considered as secondary exposures and were
included in the study.

The summary data of Bell’s palsy was collected from a FinnGen
study including 1,740 cases and 195,047 controls of European
individuals (both sexes, mean age: 51 years) from the IEU Open
GWAS Project (https://gwas.mrcieu.ac.uk), and its ID was finn-b-
G6_BELLPA.

The summary data of T2DM was obtained from a meta-analysis
of GWASs in a very large sample of T2DM (62,892 cases and
596,424 controls, both sexes, adults), by combining three GWAS
data sets of European ancestry: DIAbetes Genetics Replication and
Meta-analysis (DIAGRAM), Genetic Epidemiology Research on
Aging (GERA), and the full cohort release of the UK Biobank
(UKB) (Xue et al., 2018). The summary data of hypertension was
included from a Neale Lab UKB GWAS including 87,690 cases and
249,469 controls of European individuals (both sexes, adults) from
the IEU Open GWAS Project, and its ID was ukb-a-61. The
summary data of BMI was provided by a meta-analysis of
GWASs for height and BMI in up to 700,000 individuals of
European ancestry (both sexes, any age) (Yengo et al., 2018).

The summary data for triglycerides, LDL cholesterol, HDL
cholesterol, apolipoprotein A-I, apolipoprotein B were collected
from a GWAS of circulating non-fasted lipoprotein lipid traits in
UKB including 393,193 to 441,016 European individuals (both
sexes, mean age: 57 years) (Richardson et al., 2020). The
summary data for lipoprotein A was obtained from a Neale Lab
UKB GWAS using 361,194 samples of white-British ancestry (both
sexes, any age) from the IEU Open GWAS Project, and its ID was
ukb-d-30790_raw.

The characteristics of the GWAS in the present study were
showed in Table 1.

2.2 Selection of genetic instrumental
variables

Single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) are one of the most
common genetic variants in humans. In Mendelian randomisation
studies, SNPs are extracted from summary data of GWAS and used
as instrumental variables. The criteria for extracting SNPs are: 1)
SNPs must be associated with the exposures to be studied. 2) SNPs
are not associated with the confounding factors affecting the
relationship between exposures and outcomes. 3) SNPs can only
have an effect on outcomes through exposures (Burgess et al., 2017).

In this study, each exposure-related SNP was genome-wide
significant (p < 5 × 10−8, F-statistic >10) and independent
(linkage disequilibrium r2 < 0.001, distance = 10,000 kb) (Birney,
2022). These exposure-related SNPs were then collected from the
outcome dataset. To correct for allelic orientation, SNP
harmonization was performed so that the effect of one SNP on
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exposure and the effect of that SNP on outcome must correspond to
the same allele, respectively (Birney, 2022). After that, all SNPs
related to Bell’s palsy or confounding factors were manually
removing using the PhenoScanner Pheno Scanner V2, and the
confounding factors were viral infections, blood vessel disorders,
immunodeficiency, genetic defects, physical stress and their
synonyms (Amit, 1987; Browning, 2010; Tseng et al., 2017;
Grewal, 2018; Yamamoto et al., 2022).

2.3 Statistic analysis

In the study, two-sample Mendelian randomization analysis
was performed using random-effect inverse variance weighted
(IVW) and MR-Egger methods. The IVW is a method used under
more ideal conditions, which assumes that all genetic variants are
valid instrumental variables with strong causality detection
(Emdin et al., 2017; Birney, 2022). The MR-Egger, on the
other hand, considers the presence of intercept terms, that is,
the presence of genetic pleiotropy. This method tolerates the fact
that all instrumental variables are pleiotropic, but these
pleiotropies cannot influence the correlation between genetic
variants and exposures (Bowden et al., 2016). Thus, the MR-
Egger method can be adapted to a wider range of conditions,
yielding more conservative results, but with less detectability
than IVW. Both methods can report odds ratios (ORs), 95%CIs
and p values. In the present study, the correlation was statistically
significant when the p-value for IVW was less than 0.05 and the
MR-Egger result was in the same direction as IVW. Furthermore,
these results were visualized using forest plots and scatter plots. A
forest plot showed the result from each SNP and the pooled result
from all the SNPs. A scatter plot showed the results from the two
methods at the same time.

A series of sensitivity analyses were also carried out in this
study, such as Cochran’s Q test, MR-Egger intercept test, “leave-
one-SNP-out” analysis and funnel plot (Zheng et al., 2017;
Bowden et al., 2018). The Cochran’s Q test was adopted to
assess heterogeneity. The MR-Egger intercept test was used to
detect horizontal pleiotropy. In a “Leave-one-SNP-out” analysis,
each SNP was sequentially removed from the analyses to assess its
contribution to the final results. In a funnel plot, possible bias
among the SNPs were detected, and if the plot was relatively
symmetrical, this indicated that the study was not affected
by bias.

All analyses was done using TwoSampleMR R package
(version 3.5.2).

TABLE 1 Characteristics of the GWAS in the study.

Traits GWAS ID Year Population Sex Consortiuma Sample size No. of suitable SNPs

Exposures

Type 2 diabetes ebi-a-GCST006867 2018 European Both sexes EBI 655,666 103

Hypertension ukb-a-61 2017 European Both sexes Neale Lab 337,159 124

Body mass index ieu-b-40 2018 European Both sexes GIANT 681,275 453

Triglycerides ieu-b-111 2020 European Both sexes United Kingdom Biobank 441,016 233

LDL cholesterol ieu-b-110 2020 European Both sexes United Kingdom Biobank 440,546 126

HDL cholesterol ieu-b-109 2020 European Both sexes United Kingdom Biobank 403,943 256

Apolipoprotein A-I ieu-b-107 2020 European Both sexes United Kingdom Biobank 393,193 222

Apolipoprotein B ieu-b-108 2020 European Both sexes United Kingdom Biobank 439,214 137

Lipoprotein A ukb-d-30790_raw 2018 European Both sexes Neale lab 361,194 13

Outcome

Bell’s palsy finn-b-G6_BELLPA 2021 European Both sexes FinnGen 196,787 —

aEBI, european bioinformatics institute; GIANT, genetic investigation of anthropometric traits consortium.

FIGURE 1
Scatter and forest plots for hypertension affecting Bell’s palsy risk.
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TABLE 2 Effects of type 2 diabetes, hypertension and obesity on Bell’s palsy risk using IVW and MR-Egger in the study.

Exposures Methods No.
of SNP

OR (95%CI) p-Value
for MR

p-Value for
heterogeneityb

p-Value for horizontal
pleiotropyb

Type 2 diabetes IVW 99 1.069 (0.947–1.206) 0.280 0.024 0.578

MR-Egger 99 1.150 (0.866–1.525) 0.336

Hypertension IVW 117 1.976 (0.869–4.491) 0.104 0.113 0.190

MR-Egger 117 9.968
(0.785–126.525)

0.079

Removing
rs8027450

IVW 116 2.291 (1.025–5.122) 0.043 0.227 0.103

MR-Egger 116 16.445
(1.377–196.414)

0.029

Body mass index IVW 432 1.168 (0.934–1.459) 0.173 0.507 0.624

MR-Egger 432 1.338 (0.742–2.412) 0.333

aHeterogeneity was assessed using the Cochran’s Q test, and horizontal pleiotropy was assessed using the MR-Egger intercept test.

TABLE 3 Effects of several blood lipids, lipoproteins and apolipoproteins on Bell’s palsy risk using IVW and MR-Egger in the study.

Exposures Methods No.
of SNP

OR (95%CI) p-Value
for MR

p-Value for
heterogeneitya

p-Value for horizontal
pleiotropya

Triglycerides IVW 220 1.034
(0.872–1.228)

0.698 0.511 0.479

MR-Egger 220 0.968
(0.753–1.244)

0.799

LDL cholesterol IVW 121 0.836
(0.678–1.031)

0.094 0.114 0.975

MR-Egger 121 0.833
(0.614–1.130)

0.242

Removing rs497083 IVW 120 0.805
(0.649–0.998)

0.048 0.129 0.823

MR-Egger 120 0.784
(0.573–1.074)

0.132

HDL cholesterol IVW 250 0.900
(0.763–1.062)

0.213 0.575 0.649

MR-Egger 250 0.940
(0.733–1.204)

0.624

Apolipoprotein A-I IVW 216 0.987
(0.818–1.191)

0.891 0.096 0.250

MR-Egger 216 1.130
(0.839–1.522)

0.421

Apolipoprotein B IVW 134 0.817
(0.687–0.972)

0.023 0.366 0.601

MR-Egger 134 0.851
(0.675–1.071)

0.172

Removing
rs143020224

IVW 133 0.844
(0.706–1.010)

0.063 0.391 0.463

MR-Egger 133 0.896
(0.705–1.138)

0.370

Lipoprotein A IVW 12 1.000
(0.998–1.001)

0.775 0.388 0.320

MR-Egger 12 1.000
(0.998–1.002)

0.692

aHeterogeneity was assessed using the Cochran’s Q test, and horizontal pleiotropy was assessed using the MR-Egger intercept test.
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3 Results

As shown in Table 1, a total of 13–453 suitable SNPs were
selected to predict T2DM, hypertension, BMI, several blood lipids,
apolipoproteins and lipoproteins. All SNPs (including their
F-statistics) were listed in Supplementary Table S1.

3.1 Effect of hypertension, T2DM and BMI on
Bell’s palsy risk

As shown in Table 2, the IVW initially did not find a correlation
between hypertension and Bell’s palsy. However, the “leave-one-SNP-
out” analysis found an outlier (rs8027450). After removing the outlier,
the IVW was conducted again and reported that hypertension
significantly increased the risk of Bell’s palsy (OR = 2.291, 95%CI =
1.025–5.122, p = 0.043). The MR-Egger also provided a consistent
result, although it had a relatively wide 95%CI (OR = 16.445, 95%CI =
1.377–196.414, p = 0.029). Cochran’s Q test did not report any
heterogeneity (p = 0.227), and MR-Egger intercept test did not find
any horizontal pleiotropy (p = 0.103). Scatter and forest plots for
hypertension affecting Bell’s palsy risk was showed in Figure 1. In
addition, potential horizontal pleiotropywas also not reported by funnel
plot and “leave-one-SNP-out” analysis in Supplementary Figure S2.

As shown in Table 2, the IVW reported that T2DM and BMI did
not associated with the risk of Bell’s palsy (OR = 1.069, 95%CI =
0.947–1.206, p = 0.280; OR = 1.168, 95%CI = 0.934–1.459, p =
0.173). Visualised results and sensitivity analyses were listed in
Table 2, Supplementary Figure S1, 3.

3.2 Effect of several lipids, apolipoproteins
and lipoproteins on Bell’s palsy risk

As show in Table 3, the IVW reported that LDL cholesterol was
not associated with the risk of Bell’s palsy (OR = 0.836, 95%CI =
0.678–1.031, p = 0.094). However, the “leave-one-SNP-out” analysis
found an outlier (rs497083). After removing the outlier, the IVW
revealed that increased level of LDL cholesterol signficantly
decreased the risk of the disease (OR = 0.805, 95%CI =
0.649–0.998, p = 0.048), and the MR-Egger reported a result in
the same direction (OR = 0.784, 95%CI = 0.573–1.074, p = 0.132).
Heterogeneity and horizontal pleiotropy were not found separately
by Cochran’s Q test and MR-Egger intercept test (p = 0.129, p =
0.823). Visualised results for this estimate were showed in Figure 2.
Funnel plot and “leave-one-SNP-out” analysis also did not find any
horizontal pleiotropy in Supplementary Figure S5.

As show in Table 3, the IVW reported that increased level of
apolipoprotein B was associated with the decreased risk of Bell’s palsy
(OR = 0.817, 95%CI = 0.687–0.972, p = 0.023). However, after
removing one outlier (rs143020224) which was detected by “leave-
one-SNP-out” analysis, the relationship between apolipoprotein B and
Bell’s palsy disappearred in the IVW (OR = 0.844, 95%CI =
0.706–1.010, p = 0.063). Scatter and forest plots for alipoprotein B
affecting Bell’s palsy risk were showed in Figure 3. Funnel plot and
“leave-one-SNP-out” analysis was listed in Supplementary Figure S8.

In addition, the IVW did not find any association of
triglycerides, HDL cholesterol, apolipoprotein A-I and lipoprotein
A with the risk of Bell’s palsy (p > 0.05). The results and sensitivity
analyses were listed in Table 3 and Supplementary Figure S4, 6, 7, 9.

FIGURE 2
Scatter and forest plots for LDL cholesterol affecting Bell’s palsy
risk.

FIGURE 3
Scatter and forest plots for alipoprotein B affecting Bell’s palsy
risk.
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4 Discussion

To our knowledge, this was the first Mendelian randomization
study focusing on the association of hypertension with Bell’s palsy.
Based on the results from the study, we reported that hypertension
might increase the risk of Bell’s palsy by about 130% at the genetic level.
As mentioned above, a great number of traits, such as viral infections,
blood vessel disorders, immunodeficiency, genetic defects and physical
stress, contributed to the occurrence of Bell’s palsy (Amit, 1987;
Browning, 2010; Tseng et al., 2017; Grewal, 2018; Yamamoto et al.,
2022), and should be regarded as confounding factors in the study. So,
all the instrumental variables related to these confounding factors were
manually excluded using PhenoScanner Pheno Scanner V2 prior to
conducting Mendelian randomisation analyses. All the instrumental
variables were also consistent with the principles of relevance and
independence. Therefore, we believed that a causal correlation between
hypertension and Bell’s palsy was relatively well established.

A number of observational studies had explored the
relationship between hypertension and Bell’s palsy. Savadi-
Oskouei et al. and Psillas et al. separately reported that
hypertension may be related to the increased risk of Bell’s palsy
in different populations (Savadi-Oskouei et al., 2008; Psillas et al.,
2021). Two earlier studies also showed that hypertension might be
an potential predisposing and prognostic factor in Bell’s palsy,
though a firm conclusion can not be drawn (Abraham-Inpijn et al.,
1982; Abraham-Inpijn et al., 1987). These were consistent with the
results of the present study.

The mechanisms by which hypertension promoted the
development of Bell’s palsy were unclear and no previous studies
had been published. As hypertension was an important vasculogenic
factor and nerve ischaemia was a potential cause of Bell’s palsy
(Grewal, 2018; Humphrey, 2021), we speculated that hypertension
may cause nerve damage by affecting the blood supply to the
associated facial nerve, which in turn induced Bell’s palsy.

This study also found, for the first time, an unexpected result of
an inverse causal relationship between LDL cholesterol and Bell’s
palsy. For each standard deviation increase in LDL cholesterol levels,
the risk of the disease was reduced by approximately 20%. This result
seemed to contradict the current understanding of LDL cholesterol,
which was now widely regarded as a risk factor for atherosclerosis
and coronary heart disease (Navarese et al., 2018). However, some
scholars still had opposite views on the role of LDL cholesterol
(Ravnskov et al., 2018). Perhaps the role of this cholesterol was more
complex than one might think. In addition, this result did not exist
in isolation. The present study also showed that increased level of
apolipoprotein B was almost associated with a reduced risk of Bell’s
palsy, although this correlation was not statistically significant after
excluding one outlier. Whereas apolipoprotein B was the main
structural protein of LDL cholesterol, measurement of
apolipoprotein B gave a direct indication of LDL cholesterol level
(Sniderman et al., 2021). Therefore, the causal relationship between
LDL cholesterol and Bell’s palsy must be revalidated and the
underlying mechanisms should be further explored.

In addition, the present study did not find any association of
T2DM and obesity with Bell’s palsy risk. However, a number of
published observational studies suggested that T2DM and obesity
contributed to the development of Bell’s palsy, which was inconsistent
with the present study (Kim et al., 2020; Psillas et al., 2021; Stamatiou

et al., 2022). One reasonable explanation was that although there was
no genetic relationship, some uncertain traits may act as an
intermediary and link these two diseases (i.e., T2DM and obesity)
and Bell’s palsy. For example, the trait that most readily came to mind
was the inflammatory response. Both obesity and T2DM were
accompanied by systemic metabolic inflammation, while
inflammation was one of the important pathophysiological changes
in Bell’s palsy (Kınar et al., 2021). It was possible that obesity and
T2DM promoted the development of Bell’s palsy through
inflammatory pathways, rather than genetic variants.

As we all know, observational studies had a range of congenital
deficiencies, which made them difficult to avoid the interference of
reverse causality and confounding factors (Bowden and Holmes,
2019). Mendelian randomization studies adopted specific genetic
variants (i.e., SNPs or instrumental variables) to replace traits
(i.e., exposures or outcomes). The design overcame the
deficiencies and led to more reliable conclusions. This was the
main advantage of this study.

As a two-sample Mendelian randomisation study, the summary
data for the outcome were all from FinnGen, while the summary
data for the exposures were mainly from UKB, whose population
included only a very small proportion of Finnish individuals.
According to previous studies, the European population can be
divided into two subgroups, namely, Finns and non-Finnish
Europeans (Liu and Fu, 2015; Lek et al., 2016; Gilbert et al.,
2022). In this sense, the exposures and outcomes in this study
can be considered to be from two different populations, which would
affect the estimation of causal effects. Although most previously
published two-sample Mendelian randomisation studies had not
distinguished between these two European subgroups, this did
represent a potential limitation of the study. For this reason, this
study initially compared allele frequencies of the exposures and
outcome for all instrumental variables and did not find substantial
differences between them. In addition, we also provided these allele
frequencies in Supplementary Table S1 to make these information
public. We hoped that future research may overcome this limitation
and validate the reliability of our findings in different European
subgroups.

In conclusion, this study confirmed that hypertension may be a
risk factor for Bell’s palsy at the genetic level. Also, this study
provided some insufficient evidence to prove that LDL
cholesterol might reduce the risk of Bell’s palsy. In addition, no
genetic association of other lipids, apolipoproteins and lipoproteins
with Bell’s palsy was found. The results of this study (especially for
LDL cholesterol) need to be validated by further studies.
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